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Abstract

Context: This thesis focuses on regression testing in the continuous integration
environment which is integration testing that ensures that changes made in the
new development code to the software product do not introduce new faults to the
software product. Continuous integration is software development practice which
integrates all development, testing, and deployment activities. In continuous
integration, regression testing is done by manually selecting and prioritizing
testcases from a larger set of testcases. The main challenge faced using manual
testcases selection and prioritization is in some cases where needed testcases are
ignored in subset of selected testcases because testers didn’t include them
manually while designing hourly cycle regression test suite for particular feature
development in product. So, Ericsson, the company in which environment this
thesis is conducted, aims at improving their testcase selection and prioritization
in regression testing using pattern recognition.
Objective s: This thesis study suggests prediction models using pattern
recognition algorithms for predicting future testcases failures using historical
data. This helps to improve the present quality of continuous integration
environment by selecting appropriate subset of testcases from larger set of
testcases for regression testing. There exist several candidate pattern recognition
algorithms that are promising for predicting testcase failures. Based on the
characteristics of the data collected at Ericsson, suitable pattern recognition
algorithms are selected and predictive models are built. Finally, two predictive
models are evaluated and the best performing model is integrated into the
continuous integration system.
Methods: Experiment research method is chosen for this research because
discovery of cause and effect relationships between dependent and independent
variables can be used for the evaluation of the predictive model. The experiment
is conducted in RStudio, which facilitates to train the predictive models using
continuous integration historical data. The predictive ability of the algorithms is
evaluated using prediction accuracy evaluation metrics.
Results: After implementing two predictive models (neural networks & k-nearest
means) using continuous integration data, neural networks achieved a prediction
accuracy of 75.3%, k-nearest neighbor gave result 67.75%.
Conclusions: This research investigated the feasibility of an adaptive and selflearning test machinery by pattern recognition in continuous integration
environment to improve testcase selection and prioritization in regression testing.
Neural networks have proved effective capability of predicting failure testcase by
75.3% over the k-nearest neighbors. Predictive model can only make continuous
integration efficient only if it has 100% prediction capability, the prediction
capability of the 75.3% will not make continuous integration system more
efficient than present static testcase selection and prioritization as it has
deficiency of lacking prediction 25%. So, this research can only conclude that
neural networks at present has 75.3% prediction capability but in future when
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data availability is more, this may reach to 100% predictive capability. The
present Ericsson continuous integration system needs to improve its data storage
for historical data at present it can only store 30 days of historical data. The
predictive models require large data to give good prediction. To support
continuous integration at present Ericsson is using jenkins automation server,
there are other automation servers like Team city, Travis CI, Go CD, Circle CI
which can store data more than 30 days using them will mitigate the problem of
data storage.
Keywords: continuous integration, pattern recognition, artificial neural
networks, k-nearest neighbors
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1.Introduction

Continuous Integration is a software development process where developers
commit their code intermittently leading to multiple integrations in a day [3].
Work performed by each developer on specific software feature is known as
integration. Every integration is verified by an automated build testing which is
combined with testcases to identify the integration errors expeditiously [1]. The
prime intention of practicing continuous integration is to find errors in the early
development process and give quick feedback for the developers on their
development tasks.
Continuous Integration uses a regression test suite for testing tasks
which helps at enhancing or refactoring existing development code base [2]. A
regression test suite incorporates many testcases. The size and number of
testcases depends on the development product [4], so large set of testcases will
implement regression testing against integration. This takes more time and
operational cost will increment and ongoing development of the product needs to
be adjourned for the results of the regression testing. To avoid these drawbacks,
testcase selection and prioritization approaches are introduced into the regression
testing [15], Test case selection and prioritization deals with selecting a subset of
testcases from large set of testcases with respect to feature software development
in the regression test suite.
This research is conducted in collaboration with Ericsson in their
continuous integration environment. In Ericsson, Continuous integration
environment is used for the software development process of the MINILINK(pt4351) product. Regression testing is performed in three stages in product
development with test case selection and prioritization and without testcase
selection and prioritization. Regression testing with testcase selection and
prioritization is known as hourly cycle test suite whereas regression testing
without testcase selection and prioritization is known as daily cycle test suite.
Hourly cycle test suite is the subset of the daily cycle test suite.
In hourly cycle test suite, testcase selection and prioritization is done with
respect to latest integration development in every two hours. Daily cycle test suite
without any testcase selection and prioritization do testing for final integration of
the day. If there is no failure testcase in hourly cycle regression testing,
integration will be merged into the product. After the final integration of the day,
daily cycle regression testing is performed on all integrations of the product.
While performing daily regression testing on final integration, surprisingly
Ericsson observed new testcases are failed in daily cycle regression testing, those
testcases are supposed to be selected by manual testcase selection and
prioritization for hourly cycle regression testing so that errors will be known early
in hourly cycle regression testing itself but manual static testcase selection and
prioritization didn’t selected them in hourly cycle regression testing. So, Ericsson
came to know that the present manual testcase selection and prioritization is not
sufficient for finding appropriate subset of testcases for hourly cycle regression
testing.
So now Ericsson wants to change its static manual testcase selection and
prioritization into dynamic predictive testcase selection and prioritization in
9

regression testing. To accomplish this pattern recognition algorithms are used to
add prediction for finding appropriate subset of testcases for hourly cycle
regression testing. This will help Ericsson MINI-LINK product to have better
testcase selection and prioritization in regression testing. There are many
predictive algorithms but in this research only pattern recognition algorithms are
selected because pattern recognition will find regularities in the data that helps to
predict the future failed testcase using data regularities from historical testcases
results data so those testcases can be selected and prioritized in hourly cycle
regression testing.
Pattern recognition is one of the disciplines in machine learning that
spotlights on the acknowledgements of patterns and uniformity in data. Pattern
recognition is widely used in the areas of statistics, engineering, artificial
intelligence among others [26]. Pattern recognition is classified on basis of the
learning practice of training data. If the training data is labeled with output
instances than the learning practice is called as supervised learning. If the training
data is not labeled with output instances than it is called as unsupervised learning
[33].
In pattern recognition they are many algorithms like Discriminant
analysis, Support vector machine, Artificial neural network, Decision trees,
Naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbor after extensive studying, examining and
analyzing previous research papers[24][33][36][41] for all algorithms in
implementation, data overfitting problems and evaluation of the algorithms only
artificial neural network and k-nearest neighbor algorithms are selected as these
algorithms are already implemented successfully in other pattern recognition
non-linear classification problems. Implementing all algorithms increments the
operational cost of the research, so experiment is only conducted on selected
algorithms.
Experiment research method is performed to evaluate the predictive models
according to the selected pattern recognition algorithms. evaluation of the models
is done with machine learning evaluation metrics to know the prediction
competence of the predictive models. If any predictive model achieves 100%
predictive capability than that model is perfect fit for the continuous integration
environment and it will improve testcase selection and prioritization in regression
testing.

1.1 Aim:

The aim of thesis is to investigate the feasibility of an adaptive and self-learning
test machinery by pattern recognition algorithms to predict future failure testcases
for improving testcase selection and prioritization in continuous integration
environment.

1.2 Objectives:

1. Design a predictive model based on pattern recognition algorithms for CI
machinery.
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2. The pattern recognition CI machinery should predict failure testcase based on
the historical data. This failure testcases will help to improve test selection and
prioritization.
3.Develop a way to evaluate the prediction competence of the model in finding
failure testcase.

1.3 Research Questions

Research Question 1:
How can Pattern recognition be implemented in continuous integration
environment?
Motivation:
Motivation behind this research question is knowing how can self-learning test
machinery model will be built based on pattern recognition algorithms in
continuous integration environment for testcase selection and prioritization, at
first, Research needs to find which data can be used for training of the algorithm
for prediction. Finding this research question gives answer to know whether
available data is suitable or not suitable for implementation of pattern recognition
algorithms in continuous integration for testcase selection and prioritization in
regression testing.
Research Question 2:
Which pattern recognition model has the best prediction competence for test
case selection and prioritization in regression testing for continuous
integration?
Motivation:
After implementation of the pattern recognition models in the continuous
integration, so motivation in this research question is knowing the prediction
competence of both pattern recognition models on continuous integration
environment. This can be known by evaluating both predictive models by pattern
recognition evaluation metrics.
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2.Background

2.1 Continuous integration

Continuous integration system is treated as one of the leading concepts in
automated software industry which assists software development with testing
environment [1]. Continuous integration adopts excess testing cycles for software
development work station to continuously run regression tests in the background
to help developers to know errors in their development code regularly [2]. Many
software enterprises engaging their software product development with
continuous integration as it prevents the integration problems and it provides
expeditious feedback to developers on errors in their development code when
they are negligently introduced amid development stage [2].
In continuous integration system, testing is done with the help of
combination of automated unit tests [7]. Combination of automated unit tests are
performed with practices of test-driven development [7] which is test-case
selection and prioritization. Combination of automated unit tests will run all unit
tests in the development local environment and verify development codes before
integrating to the main stream product.
Software enterprises using continuous integration not only aid with
automated unit tests. continuous integration also helps to check the quality of the
product by adopting a built server to enforce repeated process of the handling
quality control mechanisms. In development stage small fragments of code
practiced intermittently so quality problems can be resolved effortlessly [9].
In this Research, Experiment is performed to the continuous integration
environment in Ericsson for MINI-LINK(pt4351) product. Continuous
Integration environment in Ericsson consists of three stages they are Developing
stage, building stage, and testing stage [7].
In the Developing stage, (from Figure 2.1.1) Developers develop the
software code related to the requirements of the product. Once code is developed,
it will be pushed as commits (from Figure 2.1.1 stage 1) in Gerrit. Gerrit is a web
based code review system which provides repository management for the legacy
product code and It also facilitates code reviews in-between developers. In the
Gerrit other developers will review the code (from Figure 2.1.1 stage 2). if
everyone accepts the developed code by checking its functionality than it will be
merged into the product. Concurrently unit testing will also perform for the
developed code which is known as gate testing (from Figure 2.1.1 stage 3) for
checking syntax and logical errors. The reason for doing this review management
and unit testing is to avoid the code breakdown after merging code into product.
In the Building stage, Merged code will get integrated with previous integration
(from Figure 2.1.1 stage 4) here previous integration is last developed code
integration into product. Merged code gets integrated with previous integration
and then new built is formed.
Testing stage will be performed after new built is created. Hourly cycle regression
testing (from Figure 2.1.1 stage 5) will be performed with testcase selection and
prioritization, where certain number of testcases are selected from the large set
of testcases and made hourly cycle regression test suite according to the feature
12

development code. The result of the hourly cycle regression testing will be known
to developers after two or three hours, if there is any failed testcase in the hourly
cycle regression testing than development code will be reverted to the code
review again (from Figure 2.1.1 stage 5) otherwise it will be continued to be part
of new built (from Figure 2.1.1 stage 6)
1.Commit

3.gate testing

2.Code reviews

4.Commit Integration

5.Hourly cycle

6.Commit merge into
product

7.Daily Cycle

8.Weekly Cycle

2.1.1 Ericsson Continuous Integration Environment
After twelve working hours later, new built product with all development code
commits in a day will undergo another regression testing without testcase
selection and prioritization which contains all testcases without selection or
prioritization, this is known as daily cycle regression testing (from Figure 2.1.1
stage 7). The result will be known only after another twelve hours. This is because
it must undergo lot of regression testing with more testcases than hourly cycle.
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There is also another regression testing that is weekly cycle regression testing
(from Figure 2.1.1 stage 8) which is performed on Saturday every week for all
committed codes in a week which is new built. In this research we are not
considering weekly testing as research is more focused on day cycle regression
testing and hourly cycle regression testing.

2.2 Pattern recognition

Pattern recognition is one of the most important disciplines in machine learning
that spotlights on the acknowledgements of patterns and regularities in data [25].
It is an assignment of the labelled output value to the instance input value. Pattern
recognition is widely used in the areas of statistics, engineering, artificial
intelligence among others [27].
Pattern recognition is categorized on basis of the learning procedure of training
data [28]. If the training data is labeled with output instances than the learning
procedure is called as supervised learning. If the training data is not labeled with
output instances than it is called as unsupervised learning [28].
In this research as output data is available so supervised pattern recognition
is used to create a predictive model. Pattern recognition is mainly used for solving
classification and regression problems. The main goal of classification is
predicting class in-between the classes [31], whereas in regression the goal is
predicting discrete and continuous value [31], In this research predictive model
is built to predict whether the testcase will fail or not, This perfectly suits for the
binary classification, so only classification techniques are studied and
implemented in this research. Pattern classification is the organization of the
patterns into groups of patterns having shared same set of properties [32]. Pattern
classification has three different approaches to solve classification those are
statistical pattern recognition approach, Neural network approach, Structural or
syntactic approach.
In statistical approach it is based on the fundamental statistical model of
pattern and pattern classes [33]. In neural network approach, classifier is
represented as a network of cells modeling neurons of the human brain [33]. In
structural or syntactic approach, pattern classes are represented by means of
formal structures as grammars, automata, and strings. In this research, predictive
classifier model needs to be made for continuous integration so only statistical
pattern recognition approach and neural network approach is selected as syntactic
pattern recognition approach is used only to create formal structures where serial
recurrent input will give discrete and continuous output by making patterns.
Syntactic pattern recognition perfectly suits for unsupervised learning but in
some cases, it is also used for supervised learning. Due to time constraint
syntactic pattern recognition is ignored in this research.
For classification problems statistical pattern recognition has
algorithms like Discriminate analysis, Decision trees, Support vector machine,
K-nearest neighbor, Naïve Bayes among others. From statistical pattern
recognition only, k-nearest neighbor is chosen as previous studies [24] indicate
that it can handle over fitting issues effectively, Overfitting is where predictive
model learns only specific pattern and noise from the training data leaving the
14

rest of the data [24]. From Neural Networks Artificial neural networks with
backpropagation algorithm is selected as back propagation algorithm facilitates
with error correction which will give high performance than perceptron, Hopfield
Network, Radial Basis Function Network [32]. Using Artificial neural network
and k-nearest neighbor two predictive models are constructed.
Artificial Neural Network

2.2.1 Artificial Neural Network
The brain’s biological neural network inspires artificial Neural Network. The
neuron is the core computational unit of the brain and in oversimplified terms it
is capable of processing input signals from other neurons, and deciding on to
produce an output based on these signals [36]. Artificial Neural Networks are
designed to replicate like the biological neural networks. It has three types of
layers input layer, output layer and hidden layer. In the above Diagram 2.2.1 first
layer is input layer, second and third layer is hidden layers, final layer is output
layer.
The first layer which takes input known as input layer, layers after input layer
are called hidden layers, the final hidden layer is called output layer which gives
output value [28]. Each layer is connected with simple processing elements or
building blocks called neurons [29], where each neuron interacts using weighted
connections. weight is used to calculate the signal traveling through the
connection, finally output layer will make final alternations to the input and
outputs the prediction using activation function [27].
The mapping function of a summed weighted input to the output of the
neuron is carried by an activation function [27]. Activation function consists
threshold at which neuron is activated and generates output signal [27]. The
prediction accuracy of the network is usually calculated using error function or
cost function. The difference between network output and expected output is
known as error function or cost function [29]. In this research for training data
back propagation is used. In backpropagation, error is backpropagated through
the network, one layer at a time so that weights are updated according to the
amount that they contributed to the error.
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K-Nearest Neighbor
K-means nearest neighbor is a simple non-parametric instance-based supervised
learning algorithm used for classification and regression [24]. This is also known
as lazy learning because without any generalization or summarization, K-means
algorithm learns training data and finds association of other training samples that
are closet to a test sample and then it designate label to the test sample based on
the preponderance of a certain class in the k closet neighborhood (refer Figure
2.2.2) [24]. KNN make predictions by calculating the similarity between an input
sample and each training instance. The calculation is done using distance
measure. Distance measure can be done by hamming distance, Manhattan
distance, Makowski distance, Euclidean distance [24]. The value of the K can be
found by algorithm tuning where different values need to implemented and best
result will be selected as k value.
Below is the example for the k-nearest neighbor non-linear classification.

K= 4
K= 1

C

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

2.2.2 K-nearest Neighbor
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In the above Figure 2.2.2 this is example for working of k-nearest neighbor in the
figure where test sample (center circle) desired to be classified either class 1 or
class 2 or class 3. If k= 1 test sample will be assigned to the class 1 as class 1
symbol is only present in the distance circle. If k= 4 test instance will be assigned
to the class 2 because class 2 are more in number in the distance circle.
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3.Related work

Research works on Testcase selection and prioritization in regression testing is
mainly focused on improving present manual static testcase selection and
prioritization than automating whole test suite using machine learning techniques
Research work made on Coverage based regression test case selection [54]
and Directed test suite augmentation [56] in continuous integration mainly gave
basic knowledge about the system environment and regression testing. Which has
many similarities of Ericsson environment. In both the papers hybrid approach is
compassed in the regression testing that is combining the selection of testcases
based on historical code results. Which is very similar to our research but these
are case study papers. These papers didn’t give any indices of predictive model
based on the pattern recognition techniques but this case study papers really
helped in finding required data for data set creation from raw historical Ericsson
data as they explained more about the files changing attributes through code
changes.
Research paper on agile regression testing [55] presented two new
techniques those are Weighted sprint testcases prioritization technique and
Cluster based release test cases selection. Where Weighted sprint testcases
prioritization technique is mainly depends on the importance of the requirements
represented in the user stories of an agile development [55]. In cluster based
release technique where it clusters the user stories according to the modules
covered by each user story [55]. This paper is mainly focused on the agile
development in the regression testing. This paper helps to know the different
features and stakeholder’s requirements.
Research paper on Failure history data-based testcase prioritization [57] for
effective regression provided information about the usage of failed testcase
history for prioritization and selection but this is implemented in tomcat server.
Present Ericsson system uses Jenkins as an automation server which is mainly
used for continuous delivery and deployment. Implementation of test case
selection and prioritization in tomcat server helped to know server facilitation
requirements for better data storage. Research works on testcase selection and
prioritization using manual black-box system testing [64] where manual testing
is performed in a black-box manner and rank testcases to prioritize, Prioritization
of requirements for test(PORT) [64] where testcases are given rank and
prioritized using the requirements of the test.
Research work made on the on continuous change impact Analysis process
(CCIP) [5], where it considers of complexity of dependencies between code
artifacts of various software development process to improve the effectiveness of
automated tests. This research gave lot of information regarding data collection.
They are also no possible hints of pattern recognition application in continuous
integration. Books describing various pattern recognition models give
introduction to pattern recognition algorithms and its application but gave no
success in finding appropriate application related to automation of regression
testing in continuous integration environment [41] [42] [43] [44] [45].
Other solved prediction problems using pattern recognition is
studied and gained knowledge on application of pattern recognition. selection of
18

algorithms is inspired from pattern recognition success in prediction of
handwritten recognition and character recognition [28] [38]. After Continuous
study of literature on topics related to continuous integration, pattern recognition,
testcase selection and prioritization, Neural networks and K-nearest neighbor
before and after experiment there are research works performed on the improving
the present manual testcase selection and prioritization but as far as in this
research study till now there is no identification of application of predictive
algorithms in continuous integration but applications of pattern recognition
algorithms for different research problems[38] and prediction of testcase failure
without predictive algorithms[53][54][55][57][58][59][60][61] gave good
reference and guidance while doing research. This research papers helped in
looking more approaches while data collection, training data to the algorithm and
designing the algorithm.
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4. Research Methodology

To achieve answers for the research questions in this research, the research
method used to perform this research is experiment. Experiment is one of the
prevailing research method in the computer science. It is a systematic and
scientific approach to research, which involves manipulation of independent
variables and controls and measures any change in dependent variable [46].
Experiment method is selected because in this thesis research is more focused
about analyzing the data and implementing a predictive model using historical
data. To find best model in-between two predictive models, evaluation is must.
The evaluation and impact of the predictive model can only be acknowledged if
experiment is performed. Research cannot be conducted with case study or
survey because with these implementation and evaluation of predictive model is
not possible. In experiment dependent variable is performance of the predictive
algorithm and independent variables is Dataset and algorithms.

4.1 Software Platform

In this research, Predictive model is conducted and evaluated in the RStudio
Integrated development environment(IDE). RStudio is one of the platforms used
for the statistical programming and applied machine learning. RStudio facilitates
the implementation of different predictive algorithms with the help of third party
libraries known as packages [68].
In the RStudio, R programming is used for the implementation of the
predictive algorithms. R programming is used to analyze data, plot data, or build
statistical model for the data. In this RStudio, statistical model for prediction of
failed testcase is created and accuracy is also calculated [68].

4.2 Data collection

In this research, Experiment is performed with the historical data of daily test
suite results for the continuous integration environment in Ericsson MINI-LINK
product. Ericsson gave access to search and browse historical data of the MINILINK product. At present in the Ericsson database mini-link product historical
data is stored only for the last 30 days, after that data will be get deleted and new
data will be stored. The present Ericsson system uses Jenkins automation server
for the continuous integration, Jenkins only stores 30 days data so Ericsson is
having 30 days data. After reading literature, many pattern recognition books
[42] [43] marked that data size has significant impact on the prediction capability
of the model so, in order to have more data for experiment Data collection is done
for two months that is 60 days, 60 days data is also not enough for creating
efficient predictive model but data collection is only planned for 2 moths so only
60 days data is collected and used for the implementation of predictive model.
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S.no

Data

1.

Number of changed files

2.

Files path

3.

Insertions made in files

4.

Deletions made in files

5.

Time and date details

6.

Testcases Results

7.

Ericsson Internal ID’s

8.

Product client Information

9.

Internet protocols addresses

4.2.1 Historical data in Ericsson database

The historical data contains (see Table 4.2.1) number of changed files which
gives information about the number of files changed due to commits made my
developers. Files path gives information about the path to the changed files,
Insertions made in files this gives information about the insertions made in the
changed files, Deletions made in files this gives information about the deletions
made in the changed files. Time and a date details give information about the
product development date and time. Ericsson internal ids are developer’s identity
numbers(signums), Product client information is the Ericsson client’s
information for the MINI-LINK product, Intern protocols addresses gives
networks information of Gothenburg, Budapest, New Delhi Ericsson offices.

4.3 Data preprocessing

Data preprocessing is one of the essential step in data mining to eliminate noisy
data from the experiment. These is performed to avoid over fitting problem which
trains predictive model only to learn specific pattern and noise from the training
data leaving the rest of the data.
Data purifying or data cleaning is the way towards distinguishing and
remedying inappropriate data from the dataset, It involves supplanting, altering,
or erasing the unrequired data [66]. In the acquired historical data, It contains
data related to product client’s information, Ericsson internal Id, Internet protocol
locations, product feature information and it updates. This data information is
removed in our data acquisition as they will not show any impact on the result of
the testcase and Ericsson also gave instructions not to use internal product client
information as it would breach the trust of business ethics.
In the present historical data, MINI-LINK(pt4351) product has 108
testcases. Results of some testcases data is irrelevant as they don’t show any
21

impact on the failure of testcase. These testcases data is excluded from the
training as it can create false prediction and affect performance of the model.
The following testcases data is excluded for training data.
•
The testcases which are skipped in the regression testing is not
considered for data training because these are skipped as they didn’t fit to
the feature requirements of the integration. In this research it is not
considered because research goal is to find failed testcase, if skipped
testcases is considered it will only affect the prediction accuracy and not
deliver any appropriate prediction of failed testcase so this testcases are
excluded. In product MINI-LINK there are 38 skipped testcases and their
data is excluded from training.
•
Testcases which are failed due to the hardware errors is not considered
because industry doesn’t have proper data regarding factors causing
hardware errors so this data is not considered in this training data. There
are 17 testcases which failed due to hardware errors, there are not
considered in training data.
•
While analyzing testcases results, there are some testcases which are
always passed with every integration. This kind of testcases are not
considered as they don’t have any impact on failure of the testcase. There
are 45 testcases which are passed always for every integration, so this
testcases results are also not considered.
Finally, 8 testcases are left after exclusion for doing experiment.
After Data Processing, Remaining data available in historical data is our data set
in this experiment. (see Table 4.2.1) S.no [1][2][3][4][6] are considered as data
elements for the data set. These are also selected as features for training model
because these are attributes affecting the result of the testcases made by the
developer for product development. Input features are number of files, file path,
insertions, and deletions. Output features are results of the testcases.

4.4 Experiment design

Each instance consists of testcases results for the developers changes on files
through commits in one day. Each day eight testcases results will be obtained so
eight data points are collected for one day like that for 60 days 480 data points
will be obtained with the results of the testcases in which 354 are passed testcases
data points and 126 failed testcases are collected for experiment.
Training and testing of model is done for each testcase separately. So that
prediction capability of each testcase can be known and inclusion all testcases
can cause overfitting problem where testcases results will be more than input
features. This overfitted model will have impact on prediction and it will affect
the performance of the prediction model. So, while training and testing only one
testcase is considered.
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Leave one out cross validation technique is used for training and testing of
the data, which is one of the cross-validation method. Cross validation is a model
validation method which evaluate predictive models by partitioning the original
dataset into a training set to the train the model and a testing set to evaluate it
[65]. It works by splitting the entire dataset into train leaving out one instance for
test. That one instance is called fold. This is repeated so that each fold of the
dataset is given a chance to be held back test set. This helps to increase the
performance of the model and over fitting problems can also be mitigated.
Now cross validation method is used to split the dataset for training and
testing. 59 instances are selected for training the algorithm and one instance will
be left to test the algorithm. This will continue up to 60 times where each instance
will get a chance to be the test instance. So predictive model will get 60
predictions for every testcase and average of all 60 predictions will be given as
prediction capability of the predictive model for particular testcase.
The primary aim in this experiment is to evaluate the performance of the
both algorithms in terms of prediction of the failed testcase. In predictive
algorithms there are many evaluation methods like table summary, Box and
whisper plots, prediction accuracy among others. which helps to evaluate the
performance of the algorithm. All evaluation methods are applicable for Knearest algorithm but for artificial neural network only prediction accuracy is
available, So In this research, Evaluation of each model is done by the non-linear
classification prediction accuracy metrics which is sum of predictions divided by
the total number of predictions and multiplied by 100 to get into percentage.
Prediction accuracy = Sum of all predictions*100
Number of predictions

4.5 Predictive model’s description

In the RStudio, Artificial neural network is implemented by importing the neural
net package. neural network package is used to train neural networks using with
or without weights backpropagation. This package allows to flexible settings
through custom-choice of error and activation function [67].
K-nearest neighbor is implemented using the caret package. Caret package
contains functions to streamline the model training process for the complex
regression and classification problems. Caret package also helpful in
implementation of other algorithms like Discriminant analysis, Decision trees,
Support vector machine, Naïve bayes [67].

Testing and training of the model is done using leave one out cross
validation technique. In the input instances, File path is considered as one of the
features in the experiment but file path is combination of many documents, which
cannot be trained to predictive model. As predictive algorithms can only be
trained with the numerical value. Data reduction techniques need to perform to
get numerical value. To do this, Document term matrix is performed. Document
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term matrix is a mathematical matrix that describes the numerical frequency of
the terms that occur in a collection of documents. To implement document term
matrix package (tm) is used. This is text mining package which is used to convert
the combination of documents into numerical value.
For the evaluation of predictive models MLmetrics package used. This is
evaluation metrics package commonly used in supervised machine learning. It
implements metrics for classification, regression, time series and information
retrieval problems.

4.5.1 Artificial Neural Network predictive model
Step 1. for(i in 1:60)
Step 2. {
Step 3. train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
Step 4. test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
Step 5. fit<- nnet(T1~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,
data=train,size=4,decay=0.0001)
Step 6. predictions <- predict(fit, test)
Step 7. acc [i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T1)
Step 8. }

Step 9. avg_acc[1] <- mean(acc)

4.5.1.1 R script for implementation of Artificial Neural Network
Above code (see Figure 4.5.1.1) is implementation of artificial neural
network in r script. First training and testing is done using cross validation
method (see Figure 4.5.1.1 step 1, step 3, step 4). Neural network learning is
stored in variable fit (see Figure 4.5.1.1 step 5). Now predictions are done for the
fit and the test using prediction metrics (see Figure 4.5.1.1 step 6). Accuracy of
the predictions is known by acc[i] (see Figure 4.5.1.1 step 7). This process is also
same for the all other testcases. finally using evaluation metrics mean(acc) (see
Figure 4.5.1.1 step 9) predictive capability of the predictive model is calculated.
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4.5.2 K-nearest neighbor predictive model
Step 1. for(i in 1:60)
Step 2. {
Step 3. train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
Step 4. test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
Step 5. fit <- knn3(T1~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,
data=train,k=5)
Step 6. predictions <- predict(fit, test)
Step 7. acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T1) }
Step 8.avg_acc[1] <- mean(acc)

4.5.2.1 R script for implementation of K-nearest neighbor
Above code (see Figure 4.5.2.1) is implementation of k nearest neighbor in
r script . First training and testing is done using cross validation method (see
Figure 4.5.2.1 step 1, step 3, step 4). K-nearest neighbor learning is stored in
variable fit(see Figure 4.5.2.1 step 5). Now predictions are done for the fit and
the test using prediction metrics (see Figure 4.5.2.1 step 6). Accuracy of the
predictions is known by acc[i] (see Figure 4.5.2.1 step 7). This process is also
same for the all other testcases. finally using evaluation metrics mean(acc) (see
Figure 4.5.2.1 step 8) predictive capability of the predictive model is calculated.

4.6 Threats to internal and external validity
Internal validity and threats
Experiment is implemented to discover cause and effect relationships but
research cannot terminate that changes in the independent variable caused the
observed changes in the dependent variable. There is a need to prove internal
validity to show strong evidence of the causality [46]. Internal validity is
establishment of accuracy in selecting dependent variables and independent
variables [46]. In this experiment dependent variable is performance of the
algorithm and independent variable is dataset and algorithms. Dataset consists
of no of files, file path, insertions, deletions, and results of the testcases. To
mitigate the threat to internal validity selection of file changes and testcases is
considered carefully and only consistent failed testcases and their file changes are
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considered for the experiment. This testcases are selected only after continuously
analysis of 60 days data and functional testers of Ericsson also verified that these
are consistent testcase failures. To ensure internal validity, during data preprocessing all threats related to the internal validity are alleviated and no bias is
shown while selection process. The equivalent dataset is used for both predictive
models so internal validity threat due to the dataset is alleviated.

External validity and threats

External validity refers to the degree to which the results of an empirical
investigation can be generalized to and across individuals, settings, and times
[46]. Data is acquired from the Ericsson historical data only for MINI-LINK
product so if generalization of results to other products is not endorsed as
different product will have different requirements and limitations. But if the other
product development cycle is practiced in a continuous integration environment
with Jenkins as automation server than generalization may be feasible to some
settings.

Construct validity

Construct validity alludes to the degree to which inferences can truly be produced
from the measurements [69]. Construct validity can be ensured by using best
evaluation metrics in experiment. The evaluation of predictive models is done to
know their competence in prediction capability. Metrics used for evaluation of
prediction capability is prediction accuracy, which is most prevailing evaluation
metrics for prediction of non-linear classification model in R scripts.

Statistical Conclusion validity

Conclusion validity is the degree to which conclusions we reach about the
relationships in our data are reasonable and not misunderstood [69]. To ensure
statistical conclusion validity statistical tests need to be performed. Statistical test
2 Sample T-test is performed in this experiment to validate the results of the
experiment.
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5.Results

5.1 Artificial Neural networks predictive model

After Implementation of experiment in RStudio, Results are found for the
artificial neural network predictive model.
Below are the predictions obtained for Artificial Neural Network for each
testcase.
Testcase
Testcase 1
Testcase 2
Testcase 3
Testcase 4
Testcase 5
Testcase 6
Testcase 7
Testcase 8

Prediction accuracy
83%
79%
67%
74%
81%
68%
72%
79%

5.1.1 Predictions obtained for artificial neural network

In the system, Results are found for each testcase. Now using prediction accuracy
evaluation metrics. Performance of the model is calculated that is sum of
predictions observed divided by the total number of predictions made multiplied
by 100 to get into percentage.
Prediction accuracy = Sum of all predictions*100
Number of predictions
= (83+79+67+74+81+68+72+79) *100
8
= 75.3%
The prediction capability of the neural network predictive model is 75.3%

5.2 K-nearest neighbor predictive model

After Neural Network is implemented, Now K-nearest Neighbor is implemented.
Below is the prediction accuracy for every testcase.
Testcases
Prediction accuracy
Testcase 1
74%
Testcase 2
68%
Testcase 3
59%
Testcase 4
69%
Testcase 5
71%
Testcase 6
65%
Testcase 7
69%
Testcase 8
67%

5.2.1 Predictions obtained for K-nearest neighbor

In the system, Results are found for every testcase. Now using prediction
accuracy evaluation metrics. Performance of the model will be calculated that is
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sum of predictions observed divided by the total number of predictions made
multiplied by 100 to get into percentage.
Prediction accuracy =
Sum of all predictions*100
Number of predictions
= (74+68+59+69+71+65+69+67) *100
8
= 67.75%
The prediction accuracy for the K-nearest neighbor model is 67.75%.

5.3 Statistical Tests

Statistical test is a test which verifies the hypothesis concerns on the distribution
of one or more variables to accept or reject [70]. In this experiment to conduct
statistical hypothesis testing, 2-Sample T-test is selected. 2-Sample T-test is a
common scientific process used in statistical and social science disciplines [71].
It performs comparison in-between two sample populations to find difference in
them.
The 2 Sample t-test is done in four steps.
1. Define the hypothesis -Alternative and Null Hypothesis are defined as below
• Null Hypothesis(H0): Null Hypothesis is broadly defining that there
is no observed change and effect relationship in experiment [71]. It
is denoted as (H0). It cooperates to find evidence against hypothesis
test. In this experiment, Null hypothesis is “There is no significant
statistical performance difference in between both predictive models
regarding prediction competence”
• Alternative Hypothesis(H1): Alternative Hypothesis is broadly
defining that there is an observed change and effect relationship in
the experiment [71]. It is denoted as (H1) In this experiment
Alternative hypothesis is “There is a significant statistical
performance difference in between both predictive models
regarding prediction competence”
2. Choosing Level of significance – In Statistical Hypothesis testing, Null
hypothesis is selected as default true statement for every hypothesis testing.
Null hypothesis can be rejected only when it occurs Type 1 error. Type 1 error
occur only when level of significance is below the p-value. If level of
significance is selected as 0.05 that means there is a probability that there is a
5% occurring of Type 1 error and rejecting Null hypothesis [71]. This result
explains that there is 95% level of confidence over the hypothesis testing. If
level of significance is selected as 0.01 that means there is a 1% occurring
type 1 error and rejecting null hypothesis, this result translates that there is
99% level of confidence over the hypothesis testing [71]. In this experiment
level of significance is selected as 0.05 to get 95% level of confidence on
hypothesis testing
3. Calculating data- Calculating values of mean, standard deviation, test static,
degree of freedom, P-value is done in RStudio. Results obtained in Rstudio
are as follows, mean values for Artificial predictive model results is 75.375
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for K-nearest neighbor predictive model results is 67.75. Standard deviation
results are for Artificial neural network predictive model results is 6.0223 and
for K-nearest neighbor is 4.432. T-statistic result is obtained as 2.876. Degree
of freedom results are obtained as 14. P- value results are obtained as 0.012.
4. Interpreting results - After getting P-value now p-value is analyzed with
level of significance. P-value is less than that of level of significance (p-value
<0.05). This results states that null hypothesis is rejected and alternative
hypothesis is selected that means that there is statistical significant
performance difference in-between both predictive models in predictive
competence.

5.4 Challenges encountered amid experiment

The performance is attained even there are many constraints challenged amid
experiment
1. Major constraint encountered amid experiment is data collection. Ericsson
doesn’t arrange data more than 30 days. limited data have influence on the
performance accuracy as sufficient required data will not be trained so
prediction can happen with lower accuracy.
2. Contemporary Continuous integration environment in the Ericsson didn’t
accumulate any commit data information for the hourly cycle. This has major
impact on the prediction accuracy. The data on which this experiment
implemented is daily cycle data that is final integration of the day that
contains all day commits. So, it is not possible to catch which commit has
made failure for the testcase.it is challenging to predict correct future failed
testcase without appropriate failure testcase commit data.
3. Literature on the Pattern recognition applications on software development
process is limited. So, algorithms and models training is inspired from the
other applications.
If these constraints are not present in the Ericsson environment than performance
of the predictive model would have been more than now.
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6. Analysis and Discussion
In the Experiment, the results of the prediction accuracy of both models are
obtained. Artificial Neural Network has prediction accuracy of 75.3% and knearest neighbor has 67.75%. By observing the accuracy of the prediction results
in this research and confirming the statistical significance of performance
difference in-between both predictive models. This research state that neural
networks have better level of prediction than k-nearest neighbor.

6.1.1 Comparison of results of both predictive models
In the above (see Chart 6.1.1) Artificial Neural network is performing better in
prediction of every testcase. While implementing the artificial neural network
and its data prediction tells that in future it can handle large amount of data as
well as it can produce good prediction results, when there is appropriate data
.
Answers for research questions attained after doing experiment
1.How can pattern recognition be implemented in continuous integration
environment?
A. Pattern recognition can be implemented in continuous integration environment
for improving its testcase selection and prioritization in regression testing.
Present testcase selection and prioritization can be made dynamic using pattern
recognition by building predictive model.
For building predictive model data must be collected which contains
attributes affecting testcase results. Predictive model will be trained with
Ericsson historical data containing attributes affecting testcase results like
number of changed files, insertions made in the files, deletions made in the files.
Now when new commit is merged in product, the commit will make changes to
the files in the continuous integration system. Based on the file changing
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attributes, trained predictive model predicts the testcases which might fail
according to the new file changes.
2.Which pattern recognition model has the best prediction competence for
test case selection and prioritization in regression testing for continuous
integration?
A. Artificial Neural network has the prediction accuracy of 75.3 % more than the
k-nearest neighbor which got 67.75%. If data is available for more number of
days than present 30 days data and if hourly cycle data is also present these
prediction accuracy results may increase as many patterns can be found as
different pattern recognition books [42] [43] indicate that more data helps to get
more prediction accuracy.
After seeing results and Neural network had prediction capability of performing
75.3% and k-nearest neighbor has prediction capability of performing 67.75%.
Neural networks have proved effective capability of predicting failure testcase by
75.3% over the k-nearest neighbor. Predictive model can only make continuous
integration efficient only if it has 100% prediction capability as present static
testcase selection and prioritization is able to select and prioritize most of the
testcases for hourly cycle it is only failing to select and prioritize one or two new
testcases in hourly cycle. If predictive model dynamic testcase selection and
prioritization is integrated in the continuous integration system with 75.3%
prediction capability it may also not able to select and prioritize new testcases
like the static testcase selection and prioritization than the prediction capability
of the 75.3% will not make continuous integration system more efficient system
as it has deficiency of lacking prediction 25%. This research can only conclude
that neural networks have at present has 75.3% prediction capability but in future
when data availability is more. Predictive capability may reach to 100% than this
model can be integrated in continuous integration.
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7.Conclusion and Future work
This Research Investigated the feasibility of an adaptive and self-learning test
machinery by pattern recognition in continuous integration environment for
improving testcase selection and prioritization in regression testing. Artificial
Neural networks has demonstrated effective capability of predicting failure
testcase by 75.3% over k-nearest neighbor predictive model.
Predictive model can only make continuous integration efficient only when
it has 100% prediction capability, the prediction capability of the 75.3% will not
make Continuous integration system more efficient than present static testcase
selection and prioritization as it has deficiency of lacking prediction 25%. So,
this research can only conclude that Artificial neural networks at present has
75.3% prediction capability but in future when data availability is more, this may
reach to 100%.
Acquiring the appropriate data is major constraint faced during research.
The present Ericsson continuous integration system needs to improve its data
storage for historical data at present it can only store 30 days of historical data.
The predictive models require large data to give good prediction.
The possible measures can be implemented to store more data
1.To support continuous integration at present Ericsson is using Jenkins
automation server, there are other automation servers like Team city, Travis CI,
Go CD, Circle CI which can store data more than 30 days using them will
mitigate the problem of data storage
2. Gerrit is used for code repository management for legacy codes but Gerrit
have capacity to store only edited development codes. Error prone codes are not
stored so other code review tools like collaborator, codacy, kiuwan has capacity
to store error-prone development codes. Using them can solve the problem of
data acquisition for commits.

Future work:

By doing this research and after scrutinizing results, this research propose that
artificial neural networks have best prediction capability for finding failure
testcase in the continuous integration environment to improve testcase selection
and prioritization in regression testing.
In future this research can be progressed using multi-class classification
where skipped testcase failures and hardware failures data can be included. This
will also improve testcase selection and prioritization in the continuous
integration system.
There is wide research scope in the automation of continuous integration
using predictive concepts, which is yet to be done in this field. Continuous
integration is the wide area and it can be more utilized by integrating pattern
recognition and machine learning algorithms during testing, development, and
deployment. Implementation of predictive models in continuous integration will
increase the product efficiency.
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Future work can extend the pattern recognition algorithms implementation
in gate testing. This helps to get error free development code without any usage
of testcases.
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Appendix
Artificial Neural Network.R
library(neuralnet)
library(MLmetrics)
library(tm)
raw <- read.csv("C:/Users/eshvang/Desktop/data.csv", stringsAsFactors =
TRUE, header = TRUE, sep = ";")
corpus <- Vcorpus(Vectorsource(Filepath))
tdm <- Document TermMatrix(corpus,list(stopwords=TRUE,
removePunctuation = TRUE, asPlain= TRUE, stemming=TRUE,
removenumbers =TRUE)
filepath <- as.matrix(tdm)
filepath <-cbind(filepath, c(0,1))
colnames(filepath)[ ncol(filepath)] <- ‘y’
filepath <- as.dataframe(filepath)
filepath$y <-as.factor(filepath$y)
size <- (sample(nrow(raw), floor(nrow(raw) * 0.7)))
folds <- createFolds(raw$T1, k = 60)
acc <- NULL
avg_acc <- NULL
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit<nnet(T1~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,data=train,size=4,deca
y=00001)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T1)
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}
avg_acc[1] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <nnet(T2~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,data=train,size=4,dec
ay=0.0001)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T2)
}
avg_acc[2] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <nnet(T3~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,data=train,size=4,dec
ay=0.0001)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T3)
}
avg_acc[3] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
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train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit<nnet(T4~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,data=train,size=4,deca
y=0.01)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T4)
}
avg_acc[4] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit<nnet(T5~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,data=train,size=4,deca
y=0.0001)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T5)
}
avg_acc[5] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit<nnet(T6~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,data=train,size=4,deca
y=0.0001)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T6)
}
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avg_acc[6] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit<nnet(T7~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,data=train,size=4,deca
y=0.0001)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T7)
}
avg_acc[7] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit<-nnet(T8~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions,
data=train,size=4,decay=0.0001)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T8)
}
avg_acc[8] <- mean(acc)
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K-nearest neighbour.R
library(caret)
library(MLmetrics)
library(tm)
raw <- read.csv("C:/Users/eshvang/Desktop/iris.csv", stringsAsFactors =
TRUE, header = TRUE, sep = ";")
corpus <- Vcorpus(Vectorsource(Filepath))
tdm <- Document TermMatrix(corpus,list(stopwords=TRUE,
removePunctuation = TRUE, asPlain= TRUE, stemming=TRUE,
removenumbers =TRUE)
filepath <- as.matrix(tdm)
filepath <-cbind(filepath, c(0,1))
colnames(filepath)[ ncol(filepath)] <- ‘y’
filepath <- as.dataframe(filepath)
filepath$y <-as.factor(filepath$y)
folds <- createFolds(raw$T1, k = 60)
acc <- NULL
avg_acc <- NULL
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <- knn3(T1~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions, data=train,k=5)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T1)
}
avg_acc[1] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
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fit <- knn3(T2~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions, data=train,k=5)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T2)
}
avg_acc[2] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <- knn3(T3~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions, data=train,k=5)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T3)
}
avg_acc[3] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <- knn3(T4~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions, data=train,k=5)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T4)
}
avg_acc[4] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <- knn3(T5~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions, data=train,k=5)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T5)
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}
avg_acc[5] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <- knn3(T6~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions, data=train,k=5)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T6)
}
avg_acc[6] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <- knn3(T7~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions, data=train,k=5)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T7)
}
avg_acc[7] <- mean(acc)
for(i in 1:60)
{
train <- raw[-(folds[[i]]),]
test <- raw[(folds[[i]]),]
fit <- knn3(T8~No.of.files+filepath+Insertions+Deletions, data=train,k=5)
predictions <- predict(fit, test)
acc[i] <- Accuracy(predictions, test$T8)
}
avg_acc[8] <- mean(acc)
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